HC-CBLB PRAYER - FOUNDATION FOR HEAVEN
Manchester School 2009 – Ian Clayton - Prayer for the Light

Live by a higher law, live in the law of light, principles of the light, a faster law, a higher law, you live in the glory light and the presence of Jesus Christ so you win!

Confess: I thank you for the armor of light, I weave it around me, I put on the armor of light. I put it on in the name of Jesus.

See yourself with a golden thread coming out of the spirit realm and woven around you like a cocoon- it is getting more intense because you are a child of the light. If you, being a child of the light, cannot stand the intensity of the light, how much more so with the kingdom of darkness when you have the armor of light on! (See yourself, with that golden light woven around you every day).

You move into this by faith and desire. (Whatsoever you desire when you pray ask and you will receive it. Mark 11:24) Desire is built in faith; desire is built in the imagination of your heart. As you build your imagination about the kingdom, desire grows inside of you. What you look upon, you become. Out of your mouth comes your confession of your salvation, and out of the abundance of your heart, the mouth speaks. Then suddenly you live in a reality from the things that manifest in your life - desire is the key, desire purity, desire to be sanctified, desire to be holy, desire the works of God, desire the kingdom, desire to see the realm of the angels, desire to see the realm of the galaxies. Yoke yourself to Christ, align yourself, position yourself, and engage yourself in the kingdom. Align yourself with His purpose, praying, mediation; align yourself with desire so His purpose can come forth from you. It all comes out of relationship

Without relationship, there is no authority or power; He will not manifest Himself through us because we have born the image of the earthly. So, we should bear the image of the heavenly.

Prayer:

Father, I ask in the name of Jesus, for the spirit of light. That I would bear the image of the heavenly law that operates at a higher government, a higher arena, a higher principle, and a higher dominion, out of a higher authority. Father, I ask that that law come out of the kingdom and wrap itself around me. Lord as I engage, it becomes a part of my life that I would be clothed with the kingdom and as I stand in that law with greater authority, greater dominion, and greater power which is given to me to operate out of a different kingdom to move into a different speed in which I move in. Father, I ask that you bring us in harmony with your purpose, that all will bear the light and be fruitful I trees, trees of life planted by the sea of light whose roots go down deep and its leaves for the healing of the nations. Father, I have the potential within me to heal the nations. I see reality Father, to manifest in me, and through me and all around me that I would glean and manifest these things in my life. In Jesus Name.1,2
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